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Monday 22 September  
 

Michael Udow 
1pm, Lunchtime Concert, ANU Arts Centre 

  

 

Michael Udow Flashback for Solo Percussion and 

Electronic Sounds  

 

Michael Udow Over the Moon for Solo Percussion  

 

Michael Udow  Tennei-Ji  my solo marimba 

 

TENNEI-JI 

 

Michael W. Udow 
 

Conceptual Performance Notes 

 The poetry contained within this work is a small portion of the 

collection of poems, which I composed in June of 1997 in Hikone, Japan. 

The corpus of the poetry as composed after a pre-dawn through early 

morning visit to Tennei-Ji (Tennei Temple) in the hills above Hikone. 

 Without providing specific directives to the interpreter/performer, I 

recommend that the three traditional characters within Noh ~ the old 

person, the woman and the warrior ~ appear within a performance. 

Characterizations of ghosts and devils, though not conceived while 

composing this work, may be appropriate to you, the interpreter as you 

allow the poetry, the music and the mask to transform you beyond the 

ego of a marimbist. As is customary in Noh, moments of [no action] should 

be observed with great care. A humble goal of mine, as a performer of 

Tennei-Ji, is to strive to attain a state of Yugen. I encourage each 

interpreter to read the writings of Seami Motokiyo-san (1363 – 1443), the 

principal figure in the development of the Noh, to absorb the concept of 

Yugen to experience greater meaning in you interpretation of Tennei-Ji. 

 

 

Smallest hidden stone 

tell me why I cry with you 

are you there, alone? 

eighteen stones at dawn 

the cold air moves deep within 

I am listening. 

 

Alone in the night 

the bamboo feels the moon’s glow 



the mountains are still. 

 

Strength is from within 

the roots cling to the old stone. 

 

Mist floats gently 

caressing mountains at dawn 

i feel the quiet. 

 

Life springs from the earth 

the bamboo grows quickly 

its strength is within. 

 

The old tree listens 

the temple gong rings at dawn 

my mind drifts beyond. 

 

Butterflies dancing 

the wind ripples the water 

the huge stone looks on. 

 

Deep within the stone 

a force so strong, yet gentle. 

 

How do I know your 

changing faces like the moon 

pause, contemplation. 
 

 

 

 

 

Michael Udow (USA) 

 

 

 

Michael Udow is principal percussionist with the Santa Fe Opera (1968 - 



present) and has coordinated the percussion program at the University of 

Michigan since 1982. Michael also is a member of Summit Brass and 

performs with Keiko Abe, the Detroit Chamber Winds and has appeared 

as an extra percussionist with the Detroit Symphony on a freelance basis. 

Michael has also performed on numerous occasions with the Santa Fe 

Chamber Music Festival. Michael's upcoming performances include a 

2003 Japan tour with Keiko Abe, and as a guest composer and concerto 

soloist with the Wright State University in the premiere of his work, Over The 

Moon for solo percussionist with wind ensemble. His most recent 

appearances include a three week tour in the Baltics - Lithuania, Latvia 

and Estonia - April 2002. A member of the World Marimba Competition - 

Stuttgart - May 2002 and a week of three concerts and six master classes 

and clinics in Beijing, China - September 2002. His works Reality / and 

Illusion / were programmed as encore pieces on the opening subscription 

concert of the Beijing Philharmonic's 2002 season. 

 

*His credentials as a solo percussionist include the American premiere of 

the stage role, Drummer / Madman, in the Santa Fe Opera's production of 

Hans Werner Henze's We Come To The River, Dennis Russell Davies, 

conductor. Michael was also soloist with the Buffalo Philharmonic, Jesse 

Levine, conductor, in the world premiere of David Felder's Between for 

solo percussion and orchestra. Michael can be heard on Advance, Opus 

One, Koch, Columbia / Denon, Columbia, CRI, Orion, SM/EQ and TRR, 

Gemini, GunMar, Non-Sequitor, New World, Xebec, Forte Music and 

Equilibrium labels. As an educator, Dr. Udow draws on his diversified 

background as former percussionist with the historic Blackearth Percussion 

Group, the New Orleans Philharmonic and the Tone Road Ramblers and 

continues to devote significant energy toward composition. 

 

Michael's compositions have been performed and recorded by the 

Richmond Symphony, La Scala Opera Percussion & Chorus, Bavarian 

Radio, NHK Japan, Keiko Abe, Katarina Mycka, Jon Deak, Verederos, 

University of Michigan Percussion Ensemble and others. Michael has 

composed two operas, The Shattered Mirror and Twelve Years A Slave. 

The Shattered Mirror chamber percussion version of this opera with singers 

and dancers was premiered at the Percussive Arts Society International 

Convention in Orlando, Florida. 

 

********** 



 

NSW Showcase Concert 
Monday 22 September 7:30 pm ANU Arts Centre 

 

Match Percussion Duo 

Daryl Pratt/Alison Eddington with the  

Sydney Conservatorium Percussion Ensemble 

 

 Program  

Daryl Pratt     Dance Suite (2002 

i. Introduction 

ii. Tangos Nuevos  

 

Michael Smetanin    Finger Funk (2003) 

 

Masao Endo (arr. D Pratt) Marine Snow (1995) 

 

Anders Nilsson  Rounds for Marimba Solo and Percussion 

Sextet (1996 ) 

(Marimba solo: Alison Eddington) 

 

Anders Astrand         RAUK for Vibraphone Solo and Percussion 

(2000) 

(Vibraphone Solo: Daryl Pratt) 

 

Sydney-based Match, Australia’s most dynamic new percussion duet, 

features Daryl Pratt (Pipeline, Sonic Fiction, AtmaSphere, The Chad 

Wackerman Group, The Australia Art Orchestra, The Seymore Group, 

AustraLysis, Synergy, The Australia Ensemble, Australian Chamber 

Orcjestra) and Alison Ediington (Synergy, Sydney Alpha, Sydney Symphony 

Orchestra, The Seymore Group, Australian chamber Orchestra, Syney 

Dance Company). 

Match perform an eclectic blend of contemporary classical and 

improvised percussion music focusing mainly on Vibraphone and 

Marimba. Their repertoire is a mixture of Scandinavian, American, 

Australasian and original works. Highlights of the Match 2003 Touring 

Program include Pratt’s Dance Suite, a new work by Michael Smetanin 

and Rounds for marimba soloists and ensemble by Anders Nilsson. 
  

  



 

Match (Daryl Pratt and Alison Eddington)  

with 

The Sydney Conservatorium Of Music Percussion Ensemble 

John Dewhurst 

Sandy Sin 

Joe Gould 

Lin Ong 

Holly Philip 

Ben Hibbard 

Chiron Meller 

guests: 

Jamie Cameron-Drums 

Michael Majokowski-Bass 

Daryl Pratt, Director 



Tuesday 23 September 
 

Chronology 
Aleksander Pusz  

Ryszard Pusz 

1pm,  Lunchtime Concert ANU Arts Centre 

 

 

                         
 

Program 

 

Michael Colgrass     from Allegro Duets 

Allegro con brio  

Allegro marziale 

Aleksander Pusz    Polemic  

 

Becky Llewellyn     Sticks and Stones  

Song Ball  

Song Lines  

Song Web  

 

Aleksander Pusz    Verdant II  

 

Bela Bartok     from Mikrokosmos  

      Change of Time 

Staccato 

7/8 

Chords Together and Opposed  

Moto Perpetuo 

 



From ALLEGRO DUETS Michael Colgrass  
 For a Christmas concert a few years ago, we decided to perform a 

couple of Colgrass' snare drum duets on cajones. We liked the idea so 

much, we thought that for this concert we would extend the idea, and so 

are playing them on darabuka & congas.  

POLEMIC/RANT Aleksander Pusz  

These two movements were written for a friend in Adelaide, Rebecca 

Elliot, who wanted a short piece which would allow her to use more 

theatrical presentation. The first movement uses an effect produced by 

the timpani that probably all percussionists have noticed, but is played 

only on the whip. The second movement is played with sticks on a large 

multiple set up and uses phrases that move around and across the 

barlines. The instrumentation is a modification of that used by Milhaud in 

his Concerto. 

 

STICKS AND STONES for solo marimba Becky Llewellyn  
This set of three pieces reflects the primal nature of percussion, both in 

materials and rhythms. The set was inspired by sculpture of British sculptor 

Andy Goldsworthy who had spent much time in the Australian bush. His 

works discover a new form in wood and stone so that the viewer is aware 

of the astonishing beauty in natural simplicity. 

The first and third movements are for marimba and call for one-handed 

tremolo, and controlled bass tremolo respectively, while the middle 

movement is for clapping sticks and stones, and is very theatrical. I have 

written these pieces for Ryszard Pusz as sculpted songs to celebrate the 

numinous quality in the elemental. 

Becky Llewellyn, December 1993 

 

VERDANT II Aleksander Pusz  
The original Verdant was a solo piece for tuned instruments only, intended 

to put into music the atmosphere of a tropical rainforest, after some rain, 

with drops still falling from the large leaves. I decided after much 

reflection that it was too sparse, as a result of being a solo, so I remade it 

as a duo, in places quite different from the original, although using the 

same basic pitch material. The tense yet sweet sound is created by using 

thirds, mostly major, and semitones.  

 

from MIKROKOSMOS Bela Bartok 

The piano studies entitled Mikrokosmos contain a wealth of material for 

pianists to improve their technique and musicality. "Bartok was a 

nationalist composer, and there is scarcely a note of his music that is not 

impregnated with the feeling of the Hungarian melos. It was not that he 

invented or quoted folk melodies, though once in a while that could 

happen. It was something far deeper than that. As one of the world's most 



knowledgeable ethnomusicologists, Bartok had an international 

reputation for his scholarly researches in folk music-the sound, rhythms, 

and scales of the music of his native Hungary were so much a part of him 

that he automatically thought in those terms. And what he expressed was 

the real, undiluted thing. Most nationalists of the previous century used a 

westernized, smoothed-out version of folk elements. Bartok went down to 

basics, to the raw material, the Ur-folk. He often put these materials into 

forms derived from the mainstream of Western music, changing the 

sonata and other forms as suited him, and using folk elements in anew 

and daring manner."(Harold Schonberg - Lives of the Great Composers) 

We have chosen a few of the studies to play on the marimba. 

 



 

 

Victoria Showcase Concert 
Tuesday 23 September 7:30 pm ANU Arts Centre 

 

 
 

Victorian College of the Arts Percussion Ensemble 

Peter Neville Director 

 

Program 

 

Maseo Endo    Bounding  

 

Chris Lane 

Jenny Morrish 

Tom Royce-Hampton 

Danny Richardson 

Nat Grant 

Valerie Augustin 

 

 

John Cage     First Construction In Metal  

 

Tom Royce-Hampton 

Anna Morley 

Chris Lane 

Danny Richardson 

Stephen Fitzgerald 

Nat Grant 



Jenny Morrish 

 

 

 

 

Luke Tudor     FIFTYTIMESRHYTHMEQUALSBEAT   

(world premiere) 

    

Chris Lane 

Tom Royce-Hampton 

Danny Richardson 

Stephen Fitzgerald 

  

 

Melbourne University Percussion Ensemble 

Tim Hook Director 

 

Program 

 

Robert Cossom     Bunyip     

 

Hugh Crosthwaite    The Kid   

 

Walter Ross     5 Dream Sequences   

 

Siegfried Fink    Plaisanterie    

 

Belinda Hogarth 

Erica Rasmussen 

Hugh Crosthwaite 

Micheal Fiztgerald 

Nicholas O'Byrne 

David George 

Elizabeth Tsui 

Yilei Kwok 

 



Wednesday 24 September 
 

Steven Schick, Solo Percussionist 
1pm, Lunchtime Concert ANU Arts Centre 

 

Javier Alvarez    Temazcal (1984)     

  

Michael Gordon    XY (1997)      

  

Alvin Lucier     Silver Street Car of the Orchestra (1982) 

  

Brian Ferneyhough   Bone Alphabet(1992)    

  

Frederic Rzewski    To the Earth (1985)      

 

INTERMISSION 

 

Vinko Globokar    Corporel(1985)     

  

Iannis Xenakis    Psappha (1975)     

  

 

 

 

Steve Schick (USA) 
 

 
 
 Steven Schick was born in Iowa and raised in a farming family. For the 

past twenty years he has championed contemporary percussion music as 

a performer and teacher. He studied at the University of Iowa and 

received the Soloists Diploma from the Staatlicke Hochschule fur Music in 



Freiburg, Germany. 

 

 Steven Schick has commissioned and premiered more than one hundred 

new works for percussion and has performed these pieces on major 

concert series such as Lincoln Centre's Great Performers and the Los 

Angeles Philharmonic's Green Umbrella Concerts as well as in international 

festivals including Warsaw Autumn, the BBC Proms, the Jerusalem Festival, 

the Holland Festival, the Stockholm International Persussion Event and the 

Budapest Spring Festival among many others. He has recorded many of 

those works for SONY classical, Wergo, Point, CRI and will release a new 

solo CD with Neuma Records. 

 

 From 1984 to 1992, Schick taught at the Darmstadt Ferienkurse fur Neue 

Musik in Darmstadt, Germany, co-directing the course's seminal 

percussion program with James Wood. He has been regular guest lecturer 

at the Rotterdam Conservatory and the Royal College of Music in London. 

Schick is Professor of Music at the University of California, San Diego and 

Lecturer in Percussion at the Manhattan School of Music. Steven Schick is 

the percussionist of the Bang on a Can All-Stars. Other important ongoing 

collaborations include work with pianist James Avery, the percussion 

group "red fish blue fish" and the Maya Beiser / Steven Schick Project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Queensland Showcase Concert 
Wednesday  7:30 pm ANU Arts Centre 

 

karak percussion duo 

 

 
 

program 

 

karak percussion    Entrata 

 

Elena Kats-Chernin   Russian Rag 

 

Alan Lawrence    Adopted Ratios 

 

Kevin Man     Lullaby 

 

karak percussion    Shichi-karak 

 

Jessica Wells    Squirrels in Hyde Park 

Kookaburra Sits in the Antwerp Zoo 

Eel in Green 

karak percussion    Musique du Senegal 

 

 

 

karak percussion is one of Australia’s most virtuosic and versatile 

percussion duos. As well as a regular concert series in Brisbane, karak 

percussion have toured to Townsville, Sydney and Canberra to give 

concerts and workshops at the various tertiary institutions such as Sydney 

Conservatorium of Music. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Since 2001 karak percussion has made regular appearances at the 

Education Queensland’s statewide M.O.S.T. Camp (Musically Outstanding 

Students). In August 2002 they featured as guest artists and adjudicators 

at the Australian Percussion Eisteddfod held in Sydney. In 2003 karak 

Percussion have performed and toured in collaboration with Queensland 

Ballet creating exposure of percussion to wider and more regional 

audiences performing in major Queensland town centres including Cairns, 

Mackay, Townsville, Stanthorpe and Roma to name a few. 

 

Plans are underway for a 2004 NNSW/NQLD tour in conjunction with 

Australia's only Grand Master of the Shakuhachi, Dr Riley Lee, as well 

as a 3 part concert series in Brisbane. Check our website for updates 

www.karakpercussion.com  

 

The individual members karak percussion are: 

 

kevin man - BMus(Hons)- Sydney Conservatorium of Music, has held 

position of Rank and File Percussion with The Queensland Orchestra since 

1999. Prior to this Kevin performed with Synergy Percussion, Sydney 

Symphony Orchestra, Australian Opera and Ballet Orchestra, Sprung 

Percussion. 2002 saw Kevin joining TaikOz, Australia’s premiere Japanese 

drumming group. Kevin is an active teacher in Brisbane, being a 

Percussion teacher at The Gap State High School, Queensland 

Conservatorium Griffith University and the Queensland University of 

Technology. 

 

kerryn joyce - BMus- University of Queensland, Postgraduate Diploma- 

Queensland Conservatorium Griffith University, Study of Classical 

Percussion and West African Drumming in Holland. Co-producer of Musica 

Viva in Schools Touring show Doin’Time. Theatre involvement led to 

working with Frank Theatre Productions and most recently with 

Queensland Ballet and Combo Fiasco’s production of Blue Angel 

Cabaret. In 2002 Kerryn joined TaikOz which performs nationally as 

well as internationally. Kerryn is percussion teacher for the Young 

Conservatorium program at Queensland Conservatorium Griffith 

University, Queensland University of Technology and lectures in percussion 

part time for the University of Queensland Music Education department 

and Music Therapy department. 

 

 



 

 

 

Queensland Conservatorium  Griffith University Percussion Ensemble 

Ba Da Boom Percussion 

 

 
 

 

Program 

Ensemble 

 

Liza Lim     Anactoria (1998)  

 

Erik Griswold    Strings Attached (1997)  

 

Mark Ford     Head Talk  

 

Improvisation  
 

Vanessa Tomlinson solo 

 

Anthony Pateras     Mutant Theatre II  

Quiet and Ecstatic  

Deadpan  

Cataclysmic  

Like a Slow Death  

As Fast as Possible   



 

 

Ba Da Boom Percussion 

Griffith University, Queensland Conservatorium 

Anactoria   Liza Lim (1998) 

performers: Jim Lin, Josh Hogan, Bradley Scott, Paul Lin, Philip Cross, 

Samantha DeSoto 

 

Liza Lim - Anactoria  

Anactoria is an 'imaginary setting' of several missing lines from a poem by 

Sappho. It is as if these words, written in the massive ornamental language 

of Ancient Greek, have sunk out of sight under the weight of Sappho's 

intensely intimate expressiveness. Anactora seeks to make out some 

outlines of these lost words whose disappearance leaves a mysterious and 

vibrantly charges 'negative space' in the fourth verse of the poem. 

Perhaps these fragments of verse are waiting just below the surface of the 

page and, through an act of imagining, one might gain a glimpse of their 

presence through the opacity of time's unrecalled memory.  

 

Some say that the most beautiful thing  

on the black earth is an army of horsemen,  

others an army of foot soldiers, others a fleet of ships;  

but I say it is the person you love.  

 

Very easy it is to make this clear to all;  

for she who surpasses all human beings in beauty,  

Helen  

 

Deserted her most noble husband and sailed to Trot,  

and did not think at all of her child or her dear parents;  

the Cyprian goddess led her astray in love.  

 

.....................................................  

..........................................  

........(which) puts me in mind of Anactoria, far away;  

 

Her lovely way of walking, and the bright radience  

of her face, I would rather see than the Lydian chariouts  

and fully armed infantry.  

 

- Sappho  

Prose translation by Constantine A. Trypanis  

(Penguin Book of Greek Verse, 1971) 

Strings Attached   Erik Griswold 1998 

performers: Vanessa Tomlinson, Kay Liao, Julian Schweitzer, Holly Reif, 



Daniel Briffa, Josh DeMarchi 

 

Strings Attached - live kinetic sculpture for percussionists 

In Strings Attached, for six percussionists, the ensemble is transformed 

into a live kinetic sculpture.  Four-meter-long bright white nylon ropes 

attach the performers' sticks to a lighting rig, or in some cases to each 

other, causing their gestures to be visually amplified on a massive scale. 

Minute shifts of stick position produce palpable shifts in the tension of 

the ropes, while large physical gestures give rise to a dramatic rising and 

falling choreography. 

Each of its sections explores a unique musical texture and concomitant 

visual kinetic:  gently swelling tremolos suggest breathing or gusts of 

wind; pulsating rhythms produce sound wave patterns; quick single strokes 

imitate the action of a whip.  At times the choreography of the ropes 

emphasizes spiraling movement around the stage, while at other times the 

ropes seem to become magically frozen in a three-dimensional 

abstraction. 

 

 

 

 

 

Head Talk - Mark Ford (1995) 

performers: Samantha DeSoto, Jennifer Dawkins, Kay Liao, Josh DeMarchi 

Paul Lin 

 

Mutant Theatre II - Anthony Pateras (2002) 

Vanessa Tomlinson 

 

 

Ba Da Boom Percussion were formed in March 2003 to represent the 

percussion department of Queensland Conservatorium, Griffith University. 

In only 6 months they have given the Australian premiere of Reich's Music 

for 18 Musicians, collaborated with animation students on live improvised 

scores in "Animation Improvisation" at the Jammin' Festival and presenting 

feature concerts covering repertoire from Cowell and Varese to Lim and 

Griswold. At the core of their work is contextualising improvisation and 

new 

compositional directions within the Western percussion ensemble 

(Grainger,Russell and Varese onwards) and world music traditions. 

 

Vanessa Tomlinson 
The limitless creativity of Vanessa Tomlinson has spawned significant 

contributions in the fields of solo percussion, contemporary chamber 

music, improvisation and performance art. As a soloist she has worked 



closely with influential European composers Vinko Globokar and Brian 

Ferneyhough and commissioned numerous works from 

emerging Australian and American composers. She performs frequently 

with a wide array of contemporary chamber and improvisation 

ensembles, including Australian Art Orchestra, Elision, Intergalactic 

Contemporary Ensemble and Clocked Out Duo, was an original member 

of the "red fish blue fish" percussion ensemble, and has more recently 

founded the Australian percussion quartet Playing Fields. As co-founder of 

Australian-based Clocked Out 

Productions she has directed award-winning musico-theatrical 

productions,organized and curated influential concert series and events. 

Vanessa studied at the University of Adelaide, the Hochschule fur Musik in 

Freiburg and completed her Doctorate at the University of California, San 

Diego with Steven Schick. She is currently Head of Percussion at the 

Queensland Conservatorium, Griffith University. 

 



 

Thursday 25 September 
 

Mark Ford Solo Percussionist 
 1pm, Lunchtime Concert ANU Arts Centre 

 

program will be selected from: 

 

Mark Ford     Polaris  

 

Selected Japanese Folk Songs: 

Traditional     Lullaby in Itsuki - 

 

Satoshi Kubota    Song for Mother  

 

Christopher Deane   The Flowering  

 

Mark Ford    Ransom    

 

Mark Ford     Motion Beyond   

 

Mark Ford     Head Talk   

 

Mark Ford     Stubernic -  

 

Mark Ford (USA) 

 

 
 

Mark Ford is the coordinator of percusion activities at the University of 

North Texas in Denton, Texas. He is a marimba specialist and the director 

of one of the largest percussion programs in the country at UNT. Ford has 

premiered a variety of new works for solo marimba and regularly performs 

concerts and clinics around the country. He has been a featureed 

performer / clinician at music conventions such as the Percussive Arts 

Societyt International Convention, the College Band Director's National 



Congference, the National MENC Convention, the Mid-West Conference 

and Brazil's International Music Festival. Percussion ensembles directed by 

Ford have won national honors from PAS and have performed regularly at 

music educator's conventions. 

 

Mark's latest marimba CD, Motion Beyond, was released by AUR in 

November of 2001 featuring David Maslanka's Variations on Lost Love and 

Daniel McCarthy's Chamber Symphony No. 1 for Marimba and Winds. The 

Percussive Notes CD review of Motion Beyond stated "Ford's stylistic 

interpretation is unquestionably among the world's finest solo musicians." 

His first marimba solo compact disc in 1996, Polaris, received excellent 

reviews from music publications including The Instrumentalist which stated 

Ford's performance is "..superb and Ford's compositional style is equally 

outstanding." Other CDs by Mark Ford include Athletic Conveyances: 

Music for Tuba and Percussion, with Jeff Jarvis. 

 

As a composer Mark Ford has written several popular works for solo 

marimba and percussion ensemble including Head Talk, Polaris, Motion 

Beyond, Ransom, Stubernic, Afta-Stuba!, The Steel Jungle, Nightwatch 

and Standup Shadow. His compositions have been performed at 

universities and concert halls throughout the world including the Taipei 

International Percussion Convention, the Eastman School of Music and 

many national and international music conventions. 

 

**Mark serves on the Executive Board of the Percussive Arts Society as 

president-elect. An author of numerous percussion pedagogy articles, 

Ford served ten years as associate editor for the PAS publication, 

Percussive Notes. Mark Ford represents the Pearl / Adams Corporation of 

America, the Zildjian Company, and Innovative Percussion as performing 

artist and clinician. 

 



 

Western Australian Showcase Concert 
Thursday 25 September 7:30 pm ANU Arts Centre 

 

 Defying Gravity Percussion Ensemble 

 

program 

 

Mark Pollard   Interludes 

 

Robert Cossom   Bonking Music 

 

Lee Buddle    An Inkling for an Angklung 

 

Anders Koppel   Toccata 

 

Chris Rouse    Ogoun Badagris 

 

Paul Tanner    Cuba 

 

 

The musicians:  Kitt Byfield, Louise Conroy, Helena Cook, Josh Devlin, Fiona 

Digney, Glen Dow, Natasha French, Daniel Hall, Rosie Halsmith,  

Alex Kealley, Callum Moncrieff, Marcus Perrozzi, Despina Prastides, 

Anthony Price, Kym Reeves, Jessica Sandon, David Saulsman, Dion Serras,  

Hayley Wiegmink and Tim White.  

 

 

Mark Pollard  interludes 1 (1990)   

 

Australian composer Mark Pollard wrote ‘interludes 1’ for David Pye’s  

Nova Ensemble in 1990, as part of an award from ‘Sounds Australian’ for  

the Nova Ensemble’s activities as WA’s leading new music group.   

‘interludes 1’ consists of five short semi-improvisatory interludes,  

intended by the composer to form an introduction and then a series of  

links which are performed between the major works on a concert  

programme.  The  interludes thus enable an audience to experience the  

concert performance as a unified whole. 

 

Today’s concert will open with a layered presentation of all five  

interludes, performed by the full Defying Gravity ensemble - with the  

interludes then reappearing individually between each work on the  

programme. 

 

Mark Pollard’s music has been performed widely within Australia and  



around the world, and his ‘ambient’ style of composition has become  

particularly popular in art, film, dance and theatre contexts.  Mark is  

currently Co-ordinator and Lecturer of Practical Composition at the  

Victorian College of the Arts. 

 

 

 

Robert Cossom   Bonking Music (2000)  

 

Louise Conroy, Helena Cook, Natasha French and Despina Prastides,  

marimbas 

 

Tasmanian-born percussionist and composer Robert Cossom moved to  

Melbourne in 1989 to spend three weeks with the Melbourne Symphony  

Orchestra, and has been there ever since.  ‘Bonking Music’ - sometimes  

also known as ‘Red Wine and Chocolate’ - was premiered by Robert’s  

‘Bonk!’ percussion ensemble in 2001, and the composer comments that: 

“Marimba ensemble music is littered with a flotsam of works featuring  

“minimalist” groove-based patterns. Or slow chorale-type pieces. 

With catchy titles. I’ve decided to get on the bandwagon and write a 

piece with funky grooves, a viscous chorale and an arresting title. 

“Bonking Music” is not as self-explanatory a title as you may first  

suppose; “BONK” is the sound a marimba makes when struck. Thus, 

bonking music is the result of striking marimbas repeatedly within a tightly 

bound, composer-defined structure - or not. 

 

Bonk-Bonk-Bonketty-Bonk.... etc. 

 

However, it has been commented upon that the piece begins languidly  

with pointy sticking-out bits, moving into a more frantic and urgent  

section. This dissolves into a velvety and smooth music full of  

candlelight and good feelings. Then the tension starts to mount. The  

piece continues to grow in intensity, becoming ever more urgent and  

fast, ending in a flood of descending notes and a rather limp little  

coda. 

 

You may very well think so, I couldn’t possibly comment.” 

 

Lee Buddle  Just an Inkling for an Angklung (1989)   

Fiona Digney, Daniel Hall, Rosie Halsmith, Alex Kealley, Callum  

Moncrieff, Kym Reeves, David Saulsman and Dion Serras, angklung 

 

Written overnight for a single performance by Perth’s Nova Ensemble,  

Lee’s “little ditty” has become a classic work with a life of its own,  

receiving many hundreds of performances in Australia and Asia.  The  



piece features a set of sixteen angklung - traditional Indonesian  

instruments made from pitched tubes of carved bamboo - along with 

vocal effects and a Latin American quica. 

 

West Australian composer Lee Buddle has written scores for film,  

theatre, dance and concert performance, and has performed and 

composed extensively for the Nova Ensemble and for many of Perth’s 

theatre and dance companies.  Lee plays a wide variety of wind and 

percussion instruments, and is also well known as one of WA’s most 

respected recording engineers and producers. 

 

 

 

Anders Koppel: Toccata for Vibraphone and Marimba (1990)   

 

Louise Conroy and Helena Cook, vibraphone and marimba 

 

The Swedish composer Anders Koppel wrote this ‘Toccata’ in 1990 for the  

renowned Danish group the ‘Safri Duo’. 

Koppel comments that “the work is constructed like a rondo with a main  

part of rhythmically driving character which gives space for other  

parts, only to return with renewed strength.  After a fanfare and a  

presentation of the main theme a powerful tango follows, then a  

‘memento’ in the shape of a waltz; after that a point of standstill,  

which leads to a slow melody - returning to the tango which reaches its  

climax in a rapid 7/8 fugue.  Then follows the cadenza, the piece  

ending with a short coda which returns to the main theme.  The general  

feeling in Toccata is extrovert and playful, poetical and dramatic -  

and very virtuosic for the two soloists.” 

 

 

 

Christopher Rouse   Ogoun Badagris  (1976)   

Kitt Byfield, Joshua Devlin, Glen Dow, Marcus Perrozzi and Jessica  

Sandon, percussion 

 

Haitian drumming patterns and Voodoo ritual inspired American 

composer Christopher Rouse to write ‘Ogoun Badagris’ in 1976.  Ogoun 

Badagris is one of the most terrible and violent of all Voodoo deities, and 

can only be appeased by human blood sacrifice.  Rouse’s composition is 

a dance of appeasement, beginning with a ceremonial call to action in  

which the high priest shakes a giant rattle known as an ‘asson’.  This  

call is followed by an erotic ceremonial dance - the ‘grouillere’ - and  

then the Danse Vaudou, the point at which demonic possession occurs.   

The word ‘reler’, shrieked by the performers during the conclusion of  



the work, is the Voodoo equivalent of our Western ‘Amen’. 

 

 

 

Paul Tanner  Cuba  (1994)   

Natasha French, marimba and vibraphone solo 

with Helena Cook & Marcus Perrozzi on marimbas together with the  

Defying Gravity Cuban rhythm section 

 

The legendary WA percussionist and composer Paul Tanner has travelled  

to all corners of the world to study, perform and enjoy music - and has  

had a particularly wonderful time working with indigenous  

percussionists in Africa, Cuba and Brazil.  In the summer of 1992, Paul  

spent several months on the island of Cuba soaking up the Latin sun  

along with a rich cocktail of sounds, rhythms, dances and grooves.  On  

his return to Perth, Paul composed the seductive melody of ‘Cuba’, and  

his work features three players on marimba together with a traditional  

Cuban rhythm section. 

                        

Programme notes:   Tim White 

 

   *   *   * 

 

Many thanks to: 

 

*        ArtsWA, UWA, the Friends of WAAPA, the International  

Foundation for Culture and   the Arts and the Friends of WAYO for  

supporting our tour to the Australian    Percussion Symposium in  

Canberra in September. 

* Mr Haruhisa Handa for our beautiful Handa Percussion Studio at 

WAAPA 

* Allied Equipment for awarding us their 2002 and 2003 Chamber 

Music Scholarships 

* WASO, WAAPA and UWA for the loan of percussion instruments 

* The Drum Shop for their support 

 

Defying Gravity  
 

Formed by twenty percussion students at Edith Cowan University and the 

University of WA, Defying Gravity is a contemporary percussion ensemble  

that performs a vibrant selection of music combining melodic beauty with 

the overwhelming power of rhythm - and the fun of ‘Stomp’! 

 

Defying Gravity performs around 20 concerts each year, and has 

established a national following through its recordings and broadcasts for 



ABC Classic FM.  The group is based in the Handa Percussion Studio at the 

WA Academy of Performing Arts, and performs all over Perth in venues 

ranging from the WAAPA Music Auditorium to the Art Gallery of  WA, and 

from the Octagon Theatre to the open spaces of Forrest Chase, Cottesloe 

Beach and Mt Magnet Station. 

 

The ensemble is committed to the performance of new music by West 

Australian composers, and appears regularly at Perth’s ‘Totally Huge  

New Music Festival’ and the UWA’s ‘New Music Week’.  Recent concerts 

have featured WA works by Paul Tanner, Carl Vine, Greg Coles, Roger  

Smalley, Cathie Travers, Lee Buddle and David Pye. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Defying Gravity has won a series of awards including the WA Chamber 

Music Competition, the 2002 and 2003 Allied Equipment Chamber Music  

Award, and the 2001 National Australia Bank Chamber Music Scholarship.  

The director of the ensemble is Tim White, principal percussionist of  

the West Australian Symphony Orchestra and Lecturer in Percussion at  

WAAPA@ECU. 

 

 

 

 

Defying Gravity’s visit supported by 

 

 



 

 

Tetrafide Percussion Quartet 

 

program 

 

David Pye     Panchavadyam 1   

 

Michael Askill    No Rest From the Dance   

 

David Pye     Rebana Loops   

 

DrumDrum / Ian Robbie   PNG   

 

Chris Brooks arr. Tetrafide  Stick Schtick                                       

 

 

Panchavadyam 1 (2002)    David Pye 
"panchavadyam" literally means "five instruments" in Kerala, South India. It 

is a form of ritual temple music used to accompany elephant parades 

during temple festivals and is performed by large ensembles of musicians 

playing five different kinds of instruments. Part of the function of the music 

is to wake the temple god so the deity might give their blessing to the 

ensuing festivities. It traditionally begins with a conch shell call. 

My music is based upon rhythms I collected in Cochin earlier this year, with 

further inspiration from a brilliant India kathak dancer, Daksha Sheth, and 

the tremendously exciting Papuan drumming first introduced to me by 

tetrafide. The instruments chosen bear no relationship to a true 

panchavadyam, but simply aim to capture the spirit of the original temple 

festival music. 

 

No Rest From the Dance       Michael Askill 

‘No rest from the dance’ uses rhythmic material from the ballet score for 

‘Salome’, which I composed for Graeme Murphy and the Sydney Dance 

Company in 1997. The first section represents the call from Herod and his 

court to “dance, Salome, dance”. This section is repeated four times, 

followed by longer and longer sections of faster, ecstatic drumming 

punctuated with accents, which eventually lead into a rhythmic 

movement originally composed to accompany the female dance 

designed to arouse Herod and the male members of his court! 

‘no rest…’ reflects my interest in trying to combine drums from  different 

traditions into a compositional context without restricting their original and 

inherent potency. Featured are the African djembe and the middle-

eastern derabuka, both played with the hands. More conventional 



instruments are the two concert bass drums (providing the ‘bottom end’) 

and bongos played with sticks. 

Rebana Loops (2003 World Premiere)- David Pye 

The rebana is a small, exceedingly simple, hand drum found in a number 

of Javanese folk percussion traditions. It is not a solo instrument, but when 

combined in groups (usually of three or four, but occasionally many 

more), it revels in creating music of great excitement and interest through 

the use of short interlocking rhythmic canons, rapidly changing & 

contrasted dynamics and tonal contrasts in the playing techniques used. 

The application of these techniques to contemporary instruments of quite 

a different kind was the source of inspiration for much of rebana loops. 

The work is dedicated to Tetrafide Percussion in whom I find the same spirit 

and energy, sheer enjoyment of music and ridiculous sense of fun that I 

have so often found amongst my Indonesian musical colleagues. 

 

Traditional Island Drumming         Drum Drum/Robbie 
Brought to Perth by Tetrafide member Iain Robbie from Darwin-based 

group Drum-Drum, these traditional drumming patterns from New Guinea, 

Tahiti, Manus Island and the Cook Islands have become a favourite of 

Perth audiences over the years. They contain the raw and passionate 

power of the peoples that they arose from. We thank Drum Drum and the 

traditional owners of this music for the continued opportunity to perform 

them. 

 

Stick Schtick     Chris Brooks arr. Tetrafide 

The performance you see today is the product of years of development. 

We first received a grant from ArtsWA to work on developing some new 

music for our schools and festivals programs early last year. One of the 

works to emerge from this was our piece for four brooms imaginatively 

titled “Brooms”. It became a staple part of our festival programs, but was 

constantly in development. 

Early in 2002 we came across Chris Brooks’ Stick Schtick and really loved 

the dynamism of a lot of his thematic rhythmic material. We used a few of 

these ideas to enhance “Brooms” and have continued to rework the 

piece as new ideas are created. 

With musical directions such as “Pole Slam”, “Left Clash”, “Stomp Left” etc, 

this is a high-energy, high-impact piece, full of dynamic movement and 

rhythm. 

 

Artists in Residence at the Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts 

for 2003, Tetrafide Percussion are Australia's hottest young contemporary 

ensemble. Funky, spunky and a touch outrageous Tetrafide Percussion 

brings classical music together with urban grooves for a truly unique 

experience of high-action percussion choreography and irresistible dance 

rhythms. 



 

Tetrafide's music draws from all corners of the globe, including Africa, the 

South Pacific, South America, Japan and their eclectic mix of junk 

percussion reflects the feel of Australia's lifestyle and multi-cultural people. 

Tetrafide's flexibility and broad range of musical style makes them unique 

in the genres of classical and world music.  

 

Tetrafide perform in venues as diverse as nightclubs and outdoor festivals 

through to concert halls and theatres and 2003 saw them in their first 

international tour, where they played to more than 15000 people across 

the UK and Ireland. Their innovative and exciting education projects are 

able to demonstrate the magic of percussion and world music in a fun, 

interactive and informative manner for people of all ages.  

 

With performance credits including Australia's Musica Viva, The Totally 

Huge New Music Festival, The City of London Festival, the Harrogate 

International Festival and performances with Symphony Orchestras and 

recording credits with the Australian Broadcasting Corporation; Tetrafide is 

in demand as an exciting, high energy ensemble that will leave 

audiences awe struck. 

 

Tetrafide Percussion are Neville Talbot, Iain Robbie, Steven Richter and 

Genevieve Wilkins. 

 

 

 

 



 

Friday 26 September 
 

1pm  Lunchtime Concert ANU Arts Centre 

Composers Showcase and Forum 

Presented by Andrew Ford 

 

********** 

 

  Friday 26 September 7:30 pm ANU Arts Centre 

South Australia  and the A.C.T. Showcase Concert 

 Elder Conservatorium 

 

 

 
 

 

Program  
 

Ney Rosauro  Concerto For Marimba And Percussion 

Ensemble 

 

Soloist:  Rachel Rodwell 

Ensemble performers:  Paul Backman, Paul Butler, Brett 

Madigan, Luke Hague, Ryan Simms and Nicole Weepers 

Conductor/Director:  James Bailey 

 

Jean Luc Rimey-Meille   Terresterite For Mallet Quintet  

 

Performers:  Fleur Green, Nicole Weepers, Rachel Rodwell, 

Luke Hague, BrettMadigan. 

Conductor/Director:  James Bailey 

 



Michael Udow    Coyote Dreams -  

Marimba Soloist:  Fleur Green 

Ensemble performers:  Jamie Adam, Paul Butler, Nicole Weepers 



 

The ANU DRUMatiX 

Gary France Director 

 

 
 

 

George Antheill    Ballet Mecanique  

Andrew Ford     Tattoo   

Gary France     Ghanian Bells - 2003 

 

The 2003 DRUMatiX 

Lisa Lai, Melanie Twidale, Jessica Dai, Wyana Etherington, Adam Dickson, 

Ben Wilson, Adam Jeffrey, Veronica Walshaw, Michael Stevens 

 

 

BALLET MECANIQUE 

 

 

THE MUSIC 

 

"Interpretively speaking, Ballet Mecanique was never intended to 

demonstrate (as has been erroneously said) 'the beauty and precision of 

machines'. Rather it was to experiment with and thus, to demonstrate a 

new principle in music construction, that of 'Time Space' - in which the 

time principle, rather than the tonal principle, is held of main importance." 

- George Antheil 

 

Ballet Mecanique (1924-25) was originally intended for a film by Fernand 

Leger, but actually the film and the music were independently 

conceived. There are conflicting accounts as to the music’s origins. One 

account states that ‘the piece was originally scored for 16 player pianos 



linked to a central piano, but this proved impossible to coordinate’. 

Another states that ‘[Antheil] worked on the orchestral score, which 

originally included eight grand pianos, one player piano and a huge 

percussion ensemble with a bass drum played by four people 

simultaneously, a tam-tam, two electric bells, three propellers and four 

xylophones. Tonight’s version is the version commissioned by the Australian 

composer, the late Peggy Glanville-Hicks, for an all-percussion concert at 

the New York Museum of Modern Art.  In his notes for the new version, 

Antheil states: 

 

“….I have confined this editing mostly to cutting. Repetitious measures, 

intended to synchronize only with the film, have been cut out abundantly, 

reducing the playing time from the original of more than a half hour to less 

than eighteen minutes. The player piano has been deleted entirely, its role 

given to the pianos. The eight original pianos have been cut down to four: 

the four original xylophones to two, etc. But its basic character has, I 

hope, remained. It has merely been made more concise.” 

 

THE FILM 

 

Fernand Leger’s Ballet Mecanique is credited as being the first abstract 

motion picture. Whether surrealist or avant-garde, filmmakers of the 1920’s 

had an aversion to using subtitles in the traditional way, as representations 

of speech. Leger’s film has very few intertitles; however, one can easily 

find interesting scenarios. For example, the first frames and the first intertitle 

of the film are both homages to that infamous icon of the silent era: 

Charlie Chaplin. The visual of the stick man in Chaplin’s bowler hat and his 

famous cane, disconnected everywhere yet forming a coherent 

comedian in cubist form; the intertitle explaining the the tribute behind 

the film – ‘CHARLOT PRESENTE – LE BALLET MECANIQUE’. Leger later builds 

an entire scenario around the intertitle ‘ON A VOLE UN COLLIER DE PERLES 

DE 5 MILLIONS’ – the theft, and the worth, all through the manipulation of 

the image. 

 

Ezra Pound can be credited with bringing together Leger, Antheil, Man 

Ray and Dudley Murphy (responsible for most of the editing and who 

would later become famous for his film Emperor Jones). However, the 

Ballet Mecanique which Leger screened in late September 1924, at the 

opening night of the International Exhibition of New Theatre Technique in 

Vienna, was something different. This performance was done without the 

music and edited by Viennese film censors. 

 

Ballet Mecanique as presented tonight, is a copy of a version restored as 

faithfully as possible to the original idea. It revives Man Ray’s considerable 

contribution, in terms of footage and, more importantly, in terms of 



Dada’s irony, irreverent wit and sarcasm. The restoration was completed 

by California Institute of the Arts faculty member, Dr. William Moritz in 1989. 

Ballet Me 

 

 

 

 

 

TATTOO (1998)    Andrew Ford (b. 1957) 

In Tattoo, six drummers playing 12 timpani beat a ceremonial dirge for 

some imagined passing. The four pianos are silent for the first third of the 

piece, then play only on their sustaining pedals, creating resonating 

chambers for the drums. Just before the end of the piece they also erupt 

into activity. 

 

Tattoo was commissioned by Roger Woodward for the Ninth Sydney 

Spring International Festival of New Music in 1998, and was made possible 

by the award to the composer of a Peggy Glanville-Hicks Fellowship. It 

was given it first performance by Sprung Percussion, conducted by Daryl 

Pratt and was award the Marienberg – Sydney Spring Prize for the most 

outstanding original work of the 1998 festival. 

 

GHANIAN BELLS  

The compositional basis for Ghanian Bells is rhythmic displacement of the 

motivic figure intruced by the Gonkogui (african double bell). The bell 

pattern is displaced while the Axatsi (gourd shakers) imply a shift in pulse 

through redifining the rhythmic su+bdivision. This “aural illision” in West 

African Music is one of the most interesting and captivating components 

of it’s style. The centre section of Ghanian Bells includes a section where 

the four soloists may create subtle changes in their pattern to highlight the 

melodic and rhythmic counterpoint.  This set of bells was originally brought 

back to Canberra by Gary France during his studies in the West Africa. 

 

THE DRUMatiX PERCUSSION GROUP is the resident percussion ensemble at 

the School of Music, Australian National University. Operating under their 

present name since the beginning of 2003, they are comprised of 

percussion students studying at the ANU. An ensemble dedicated to 

presenting the rich and diverse repertoire written exclusively for 

percussion, they have performed under the direction of Gary France since 

his arrival at the ANU in 1998. The CSM Percussion Group was chosen to 

perform for the Australian National Academy of Music Percussion 

Programme, October 2002, Perth Western Australia.  

 

 

 



Gary France – Director  

Gary is a native of Syracuse, New York, U.S.A. Mr France, now living in 

Canberra, Australia, performs in a wide range of musical genres. He 

received his Bachelor of Music degree, Music Education, in 1979, from the 

State University of New York at Potsdam and his Master of Music degree, 

Orchestral Performance / Jazz, in 1988 at the University of North Texas. 

While at UNT Gary became the first percussionist to direct one of the 

prestigious Jazz Lab Bands. Since settling in Australia in 1987, as the 

inaugural lecturer in Percussion at the W.A. Conservatorium of Music, Gary 

France has done much, through his dedicated teaching and performing 

on a wide range of percussion instruments, to significantly raise the profile 

of percussion playing in Australia. He is regularly employed by peak music 

bodies such as the Australian Youth Orchestra and the Australian National 

Academy of Music to tutor developing percussionists. His former students 

now hold prominent positions in the music industry both here in Australia 

and abroad.  Numerous percussion ensembles, under his direction, have 

performed national broadcasts for ABC Fine Music as well as many public 

performances throughout Australia and North America. Since 1998 Mr 

France has coordinated and nurtured the Percussion program at the 

National Institute of the Arts, Australian National University.  Mr France has 

performed with the West Australian Symphony Orchestra, the Nova 

Ensemble, the West Australian Opera and Ballet Orchestras, the Dallas 

Brass, the Doddworth Saxhorn Ensemble, The Australian Chamber 

Orchestra and is currently principal timpanist / percussionist of the 

Canberra Symphony with whom he performed William Kraft’s “Concerto 

for Timpani and Orchestra” in 2001. Gary’s list of recent world premieres 

includes works by Larry Sitsky, Ross Edwards, Peter Sculthorpe, Robert 

Cucinotta, Edward Applebaum and Robert Casteels. As a jazz drummer 

Gary’s list of other musical credits include: James Morrison, Richie Cole, 

Ricky May, George Golla, Nat Adderley, Dale Barlow, Jim McNeeley, 

Urbie Green, Charlie Gabrial, John Clayton, Emily Remler, Peter Leutch, 

Phil Wilson, Clifford Jordon and numerous others. Gary is also well known 

as the founder and artistic director of the 18-piece Perth Jazz Orchestra as 

well as drummer with the nationally acclaimed western swing group Dude 

Ranch featuring Lucky Oceans. As a clinician for Yamaha Musical 

Products the Sabian Cymbal Company, and Innovative Percussion 

Products he has toured internationally throughout the U.S., China, 

Australia, and New Zealand. His own personal research in world musics 

has led him to India, Africa, and South East Asia. These direct field studies 

support Gary in his role as director of the ANU World Music Ensemble 

“DRUMatiX”. Under Gary’s direction, the ANU percussion program will host 

the first Australian National Percussion Symposium in September 2003. 

 

 


